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TRAIN THE TRAINER

Train the Trainer Intro
YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE

As a trainer, you play an indispensable role in bringing new trainees up to competency  Not only that, but you 
are crucial in introducing trainees to the culture of fun, growth, and excellence at your theater  Here are a few 
tips to keep in mind as you work with your trainees: 

• Remember that different people learn in different ways. Pay attention to your trainee’s response to your 
training endeavors, and recognize if there’s something they’re not grasping  It’s not always enough to just repeat 
yourself…sometimes, you need to get creative and meet them where they are 

• Communicate effectively and be as transparent as possible. Go into each training session with a plan, and 
decide to tell your trainees as much as you can about any given topic  The mark of a great leader is one who 
trains even better leaders 

• Engage trainees in real world learning experiences. Trainees have access to a wealth of virtual learning 
materials, but your job is to bring them into the actual theater and get them familiar with the work 
environment and in person experiences 

• Deliver your knowledge and experience with confidence. You’re a trainer because you are an expert, and 
you have the capacity to teach and empower trainees  Be confident in your ability to convey your expertise 
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
In the eLearning module, trainees learn to address customer complaints through the following four steps:

• Listen to the complaint without interrupting and you can also point out best practices for your trainee 

• Apologize genuinely, regardless of whether or not the problem was your responsibility 

• Fix what’s wrong to the best of your ability 

• Surprise them with something extra by finding a way to go the extra mile 

Although the eLearning module features simulated customer service scenarios, your role as a trainer is crucial in offering 
trainees the real-world practice that they’ll need in order to handle customers with the poise and positivity that you 
expect  Here are some real-world training options for customer experience practice

• Have the trainee shadow you during a busy shift. In addition to learning more about your role as manager, the 
trainee should get a chance to see how you address complaints of customers, as well as any other disputes that might 
arise during a typical shift

• Complete the chart below, share it with your trainee, and quiz the trainee informally about its contents.t 
During regular shifts and downtimes, ask your trainee how they would handle a variety of typical customer complaints 

Customer Experience
Customer experience is elementary in the reputation, culture, and profitability of your theater. Trainees 
will complete an eLearning module that includes customer service simulations, and then you take it from there!

TRAIN THE TRAINER

COMMON CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS AND HOW TO ADDRESS THEM
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
The eLearning module should cover the general basics about responding to emergencies, but you must convey both your 
location-specific procedures and a sense of urgency when engaging with your trainees on the subject of emergencies 

Be sure to talk to your trainees about the following:

• Evacuation procedures

 • Responsibilities by role

 • Where employees will meet when safely outside the building

• Severe weather drills

 • Designated safe locations within your building

 • Assigned safe locations by role in the theater (if applicable)

• Any past emergency experiences you’ve had at your location, and what was learned from the response efforts

Emergency Protocols
You should be able to expect every day at your theater to be fun and safe, but emergencies do happen, 
and it’s crucial that you and your trainees are prepared for every possible situation. The emergency protocol  
is an important part of your trainee’s onboarding experience so they’re ready to handle anything from day one.

TRAIN THE TRAINER

MAKE A NOTE OF ANY SAFETY AND SECURITY NOTES HERE
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
Trainees who complete eLearning training will learn the basics about inventory management and food safety  As their trainer, 
you should support the trainees in teaching them the specifics about inventory and food management at your theater 

Here are some things to make sure trainee has learn about:

• How, when and who counts inventory and how inventory impacts sales predictions.

• How to restock inventory and estimating what they’ll need for each shift.

• Food safety, what specific health and cleanliness procedures need to be followed.

• How to prep popcorn.

• How and where food is stored. How long can certain things remain in a freezer and how to prevent waste.

Inventory & Food Management
New trainees should be made aware of where inventory is kept and what to do if things are running low. 
You should make them aware of different inventory and food processes they should follow. After completing  
the eLearning training, it’s your job as the trainer to get them up to speed on how things work at your theater.

TRAIN THE TRAINER

INVENTORY & FOOD MANAGEMENT NOTES
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THE RATINGS
G: General Audiences All ages admitted  This movie is appropriate for kids and adults 

PG: Parental Guidance Suggested. This rating indicates that parents might not want their kids to be exposed 
to some of the content in the movie 

PG-13: Parents Strongly Cautioned. Some content might be inappropriate for kids under age 13 

R: Restricted. Anyone under 17 requires a parent or guardian to accompany them into the theater  These 
movies contain mature content 

NC-17: No One 17 and Under Admitted. These are clearly adult films, and no one under the age of 17 is 
allowed to see them  Note: This will be a rare occurrence, as movie theaters rarely screen movies with this rating 

It’s important for your trainees to understand each of the ratings, as they are the front line in upholding the rules and 
regulations set forth by these ratings  Just as importantly, you should work with your trainee to practice great customer 
service techniques when the ratings affect your customers 

If a parent and child are trying to choose between a PG and a PG-13 movie, for example, your trainee should know exactly 
how to answer their questions  In addition to knowing and stating the difference between those two ratings, your trainee 
should also be prepared to speak to the content advisories in those particular movies  That’s where you come in  Have a 
list handy at all the front-line computers, so point-of-sale employees can properly advise parents and guardians about the 
movies your theater is currently screening  If someone asks why a movie is rated a certain way, every single one of your 
employees should be able to tell them whether it is for language, violence, or another reason 

Your neighborhood trusts you and your employees to deliver a great customer experience and enjoyable entertainment  In 
addition to following the industry ratings and the restrictions that come along with them, make sure that your trainees are 
prepared to confidently communicate with customers before they end up in a movie that isn’t right for them 

Understanding Movie Ratings
In this module, your trainees will learn about each of the movie classifications and ratings rules.

TRAIN THE TRAINER
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You can use the following template (which includes some examples of past movies) to create your ratings guide:
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
Trainees who complete eLearning training will learn about customer experience, operating the registers, and generally 
creating a welcoming atmosphere for customers from the moment they walk in the doors  As their trainer, you should 
support the trainees in finding their own voice and personality as a new “face of the theater ”

The following are some ideas for simulating real customer interactions:

• Place example orders and see how quickly the new employee can input them at the register. Remind them that 
accuracy is more important than speed, and be sure to encourage them to try a smart upsell on every order 

• Simulate a variety of situations with upset customers, and challenge the new employee to resolve the issues 
themselves.

• Encourage the trainee to shadow your best employees.

• Complete the table below (or refer to the Customer Experience Train the Trainer Guide) to help you prepare 
your employees for common customer issues.

Customer Experience
POINT OF SALES
Customer-facing workers are the front line at your theater, and new trainees should have the opportunity to practice 
everything from register training to handling upset customers. After completing the eLearning training, it’s your job as 
the trainer to get them that real-world experience.

TRAIN THE TRAINER

PRACTICE HANDLING UPSET CUSTOMERS
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PRACTICE ON THE REGISTERS

Place example orders and encourage your trainee to input them at the register quickly, accurately, and while maintaining a 
personal, conversational connection with the customer (you or a peer)  If it’s helpful, fill out the chart below with common or 
challenging orders that are typical at your location 
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
Your trainee will see an eLearning module that will teach about this topic and allow them to practice new skills, but 
your guidance and expertise are irreplaceable in the learning experience  The following are some ideas for simulating real 
customer interactions 

BE SURE TO REINFORCE:

• The competitive spirit both within and between locations when it comes to per-caps

• Your location’s most popular upsell items

HOW TO PRACTICE UPSELLING AFTER THE eLEARNING EXPERIENCE

Online learning experiences are great for introducing topics, but it’s up to you to ensure that they get real-world practice 
and reinforcement 

FEEL FREE TO DO THIS YOUR WAY, BUT HERE ARE SOME IDEAS:

• Shadow a seasoned employee alongside your trainee. Use this opportunity to provide ongoing development and 
feedback to an existing employee, and also point out the features of a great upsell to your trainee 

• Do practice orders with your trainee during slow times. This allows your trainee to practice on the register as well 
as practice upselling  If you can, try to involve the trainee’s fellow employees in this exercise 

Upselling
POINT OF SALES
As you know, upselling is a key element of the theater’s profitability, and it’s also an important aspect of your theater’s 
exceptional customer service.

TRAIN THE TRAINER

MAKE A NOTE OF ANY SAFETY AND SECURITY NOTES HERE
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PRACTICE ON THE REGISTERS

Place example orders and encourage your trainee to input them at the register quickly, accurately, and while maintaining a 
personal, conversational connection with the customer (you or a peer)  If it’s helpful, fill out the chart below with common or 
challenging orders that are typical at your location 
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
As your trainees become more comfortable with their responsibilities, they might forget how important it is to be on 
top of their safety and security game  Your job, as their trainer, is to model the correct safety and security practices, and 
impress upon them how serious of a topic this is  Furthermore, you should reinforce the best practices identified in this 
module at every opportunity, and also emulate an appropriate tone when dealing with these matters  As time goes on, 
remember to coach all of your employees when there are opportunities to be safer and more secure, and recognize and 
reward those who mirror best practices 

As the leader at your theater, it’s important to make sure that your expectations are aligned with these safety and security 
best practices  When you coach “smart hustle” in restocking concessions, are you inadvertently encouraging employees to 
carry an unsafe number of boxes or products? In cross-training your point-of-sale staff, are they leaving their computers 
unlocked for minutes at a time when they step away to help out at another station? Be aware of how your expectations 
might accidentally cause your employees to unsafely cut corners, putting themselves or others at risk 

The eLearning module covers best practices, policies, and procedures, but there are likely to be some details that are 
specific to your theater  Be sure to inform your trainees of any additional information that they should know about safety 
and security at your theater  Are there warnings, words of advice, or any other comments that are specific to your theater?

Safety & Security
A huge part of maintaining a safe work environment is preventing injuries and offsetting any potential 
risks. Trainees will complete an eLearning module that covers procedures and best practices to maintain  
the fun, secure workplace that you hope your theater will always be.

TRAIN THE TRAINER
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
In a short series of eLearning modules, your trainee learns about how important Ushers are in every customer’s 
experience at the theater  Every single customer interacts with an Usher at the ticket-tearing station, and the Usher directs 
them to their movie  After viewing the eLearning modules, trainees should be familiar with their basic duties as an usher—
both in the auditoriums as well as around the entire theater  They should also have an understanding of the Usher’s role in 
customer experience 

The eLearning modules can introduce trainees to their duties, but only you can provide them with real-world experiences 
to parallel the learning 

The following are some examples of how to support Usher trainees after they complete the Usher training modules:

• Shadow an exceptional Usher alongside your trainee. Use this as an opportunity to provide an existing Usher with 
meaningful feedback and development opportunities, and you can also point out best practices for your trainee 

• Encourage your trainee to select more seasoned Ushers to shadow during slower times around the theater. 
This prompts your trainee to choose peers as mentors, and gives them a chance to get to know their coworkers 

• Provide a list of best practices for Ushers at your specific location, or for your trainee’s specific shifts. In the 
time between ticket-tearing and theater checks, Ushers are encouraged to find opportunities around the theater to 
improve the customer experience  Complete the template below and share it with your trainee to help them prioritize 
their responsibilities 

USHER PRIORITIES FOR LOCATION: ______________________________________________________

Usher Training
After completing the eLearning, your Usher trainees will be ready to collaborate with you in some  
real-world training and examples.

TRAIN THE TRAINER
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YOUR ROLE IN THE LEARNER’S EXPERIENCE
The eLearning module should cover the general basics about how to find opportunities around the theater  Be sure to talk 
to your trainees about the following:

CLEANING PROCEDURES

• Responsibilities by role

• Where employees can find supplies to clean the bathroom, butter stations, and other areas.

SUPPORTING COWORKERS

• Make sure employees know where inentory is kept so they can help restock items.

Finding Opportunities
USHER TRAINING
Everyday on the job ushers have opportunities to help support other coworkers, maintaining the cleanliness of the 
theater, and provide excellent customer service.

TRAIN THE TRAINER
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Theater Duties
USHER TRAINING
In this module, your trainee learns about how to ensure that auditoriums are in perfect condition at all times. This topic 
is divided into two parts: theater cleanliness and theater checks. Here’s a brief summary:

TRAIN THE TRAINER

THEATER CLEANLINESS
After an usher has checked theater cleanliness between movies, the following should all be true:

1. ARM RESTS are all down, and all CHAIRS are up 

2. AISLES, STAIRS AND ROWS are all thoroughly cleaned 

3. TRASH has been changed 

4. FRONT AND HANDICAP SECTIONS have been double-checked for cleanliness 

5. 3-D BINS are not full 

THEATER CHECKS
Theater checks are done every hour on a rotating basis  Ushers should be in each auditorium for a theater check within 
the first five minutes of the movie starting  They should be checking the following:

1. PICTURE QUALITY: Make sure the movie looks good on the screen 

2. SOUND QUALITY: Ensure that the volume is at an appropriate level in the theater, and that there is nothing wrong 
with the movie audio 

3. LIGHTING: Make sure the lighting level is appropriate—either all the way down for feature films, or lighter in  
between movies 

4. CROWD: Ensure that no one in the audience is misbehaving in any way 

5. MASKING: Make sure the borders of the theater screen are set so that the picture fills the screen entirely 

6. TEMPERATURE: Adjust the temperature (if necessary) based on the auditorium size, number of audience members, 
and other factors 

As the trainer, you should perform your own spot-checks of theaters after the usher trainee should have completed them  
In their on-the-job training guide, your trainee will be encouraged to perform practice checks on the theaters and their 
cleanliness at different times  Shadow your trainee as they complete the first round of practice for each category  For the 
second and third practice rounds, have your trainee notify you when they’ve completed their practice checks, and check on 
the same auditoriums yourself  Reconvene with your trainee afterward and review anything they missed or could improve on 
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PRACTICE CHECKLIST
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